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INTRODUCTION
Allele dropout, with potential risk of mistyping, from both primer-site-polymorphisms or
amplification bias is a known artefact of PCR based HLA typing assays. AlloSeq™ Tx 17, a hybrid
capture based assay, incorporates both probe redundancy and probe/target mismatching
tolerance, and is not prone to the same limitations as PCR-based NGS methods. In addition,
hybrid capture provides a consistent locus-specific sequence read allocation permitting gene
copy number determination. This enables homozygous and hemizygous gene confidence calling.

HLA-A*23/24 (HLA-H)

Hemizygosity exists in the MHC as a result of:
1. Deletion of HLA-H on all HLA-A*23 and A*24 haplotypes (Figure 1A).

2. Deletion of MICA on HLA-B*48 haplotypes (Figure 1B).
Figure 1A. Demonstrated hemizygosity of HLA-H on HLA-A*24 allele

3. Single copies of DRB3/4/5 depending on DRB1 alleles. (Figure 1C) .
In this study we demonstrate accurate gene copy number determination enabling detection of
homozygosity as well as hemizygosity of genes described above

HLA-B*48 (MICA)

MATERIALS & METHODS
We analysed fastq files from AlloSeq Tx 17 typing of 268 samples, and applied an in-house
normalized, within-sample read allocation algorithm to predict sample gene copy number. We
later stratified samples by HLA genotype, using AlloSeq™ Assign® software and compared the
calculated gene dose with genotype expectation.

RESULTS
In this study 2.0% of samples were A*23/*24 homozygous/compound heterozygous, 19.8%
carried one A*23/*24 and one ‘other’ -A* allele, and the remainder were heterozygous or
homozygous for two ‘other’ -A* alleles. Heterozygous patients (one A*23/*24 and one ‘other’ A* allele) all gave a hemizygous HLA-H result (1.017, S.D. 0.036). Similarly, non-A*23/*24
homozygotes (1.999, S.D. 0.099), non-A*23/*24 heterozygous (1.988, S.D. 0.104), and A*23/*24
homozygous/compound heterozygous (0.019, S.D. 0.005) patients conformed to sequence dose
expectations (Figure 2).

Figure 1B. MICA deletion on HLA-B*48 allele

DRB3, DRB4, DRB5 alleles

Future hybrid capture testing may allow both genotype and dosage-based comparison of
potential donor recipient pairs (Figure 3).

CONCLUSIONS
These data confirmed the relationship between the sequence reads generated by AlloSeq Tx 17
and gene copy number at each locus. This study demonstrates that AlloSeq Tx 17 hybrid capture
data readily distinguishes homozygous, from hemizygous allele calls, which provides confident
genotyping and may provide new insights into MHC diversity.
Figure 1C. Hemizygous DRB4, DRB1*09:01:02 and DRB5, DRB1*16:02:01

Confident homozygous allele calling

Figure 2. Gene dosage plot (all samples): Genotype zygosity (expected
allele zygosity, x-axis) versus predicted gene dose (calculated from
hybrid capture read allocation (y-axis)). Calculated gene dosage of
homozygous and heterozygous samples were not distinctly different.
Homozygous and hemizygous samples did not overlap.
Figure 3. Donor-recipient sequence level dosage matching for recipient X and donor Y.
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